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GAMMA

Our Gamma fireplace is ideal for mid-size rooms. The deeper firebox, full-size log set and two rows of flames provides a more 

realistic fireplace appearance. Recessed application or choose an optional cabinet mantel/base combination (custom mantel 

shown) to give the appearance of a full-size mantel and base. These complete systems include a zero-clearance compact firebox, 

arch screen, black louvers and concealed controls.

FEATURED Gamma fireplace with detailed ceramic fiber logs



EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

           26" compact fireplace with 14-1/2" depth allows for easy renovation to existing rooms

 Millivolt (Remote-ready) or thermostat control

 99.9% heating efficiency

 Two rows of dancing yellow flames

 Detailed ceramic fiber logs

 Black painted interior

 Arch screen with rolled louvered front

 Limited lifetime warranty

Wood mantels in a variety of styles and finishes

 Extruded Louver Kit in Black and Platinum

 Blower

 Ceramic Fiber Liners

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Perimeter Trim Kit in Black and Platinum

Remote Controls
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot during operation. Read and 
understand all operating instructions before using this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.

Local conditions, such as elevation and choice of fuel will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating per-
formance. Performance can also vary with home design and insulation, ceiling height, accessories chosen and 
appliance location.

Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale — consult installation instructions. Product designs, mate-
rials, dimensions, specifications, colors and prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.

Built to ANSI Z21.11.2 standard and approved by PFS Test Laboratories. Consult your distributor for local fireplace 
code information. 

FRAMING SPECIFICATIONS

GAMMA
WIDTH 26-7/8"

HEIGHT 26-7/8"

DEPTH 15-1/4"
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APPLIANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

FIREPLACE EFFICIENCIES

  MODEL FUEL BTU/HR AFUE*

GAMMA (MILLIVOLT) NG 17,000-26,000 99.9%

GAMMA (MILLIVOLT) LP 17,000-26,000 99.9%

GAMMA (THERMOSTAT) NG 17,000-26,000 99.9%

GAMMA (THERMOSTAT) LP 17,000-26,000 99.9%

* Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) is the recognized U.S. rating system for the 
total efficiency of heating products.   

GAMMA
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CORNER FRAMING SPECIFICATIONS

GAMMA

F 43-5/16"

G 30-5/8"

H 61-1/4"

I 26-7/8"


